Introduction
============

The representation of declarative memories in the brain determined by mapping, lesion and inactivation studies changes over the time (Frankland and Bontempi, [@B11]; Squire and Bayley, [@B82]). While the hippocampus plays a critical role in memory acquisition and its early retention, or may even be persistently involved in memory representation (for reference see Lehmann et al., [@B39]), the neocortex is critical for the gradual formation and further storage of remote memories. This transition in memory representation reflects systems-level memory consolidation the mechanisms of which are largely unknown.

For a spatial memory task such as the water-maze (WM), the expansion of memory representation into the neocortex occurs within 7--10 days after completion of training (Frankland et al., [@B14]; Remondes and Schuman, [@B70]; Teixeira et al., [@B91]). It is believed that enduring neuronal plasticity underlies long-term memory storage (mnemonic plasticity; Kim and Linden, [@B35]). The neocortical CaMKII expression related to synaptic plasticity is critical for remote spatial memory formation (Frankland et al., [@B14]; Tanaka et al., [@B90]). However the exact nature of enduring functional and structural neuronal correlates for remote WM memories remains undetermined. Sparse information representation in the brain (Laughlin and Sejnowski, [@B38]; Waydo et al., [@B98]) and lack of detailed knowledge of cortical circuitries underlying remote memory make it difficult to detect sparsely distributed enduring memory correlates (Xu et al., [@B101]; Yang et al., [@B103]). On the other hand, neurons active during memory recall might highlight storages sites that express mnemonic plasticity. Thus, the stereotypical or well-ordered organization of memory-related activity could facilitate detection of enduring storage correlates because it could point to the most common storage sites across the entire cortex.

Microcircuits across the entire neocortex are characterized by a number of common types of neurons connected in similar patterns (Silberberg et al., [@B79]; Mountcastle, [@B59]; Thomson and Bannister, [@B92]; Markram, [@B45]). Moreover, similar aspects in interlaminar transformation of neuronal responses to sensory stimuli of different modalities have also been described (Hirsch and Martinez, [@B28]). In addition, patterns of gene expression in cortical layers repeat themselves across the entire neocortex (Lein et al., [@B40]). This type of consistent organization has been termed stereotypy (Silberberg et al., [@B79]). However, it is unknown to what degree memory-related activity in the cortex has a stereotypical organization. Would changes in the magnitude of neuronal activity and its laminar distribution specific to a memory recall be similar across the subset of activated cortical areas? What is the relationship between the stereotypy and memory consolidation?

Compared to the hippocampus, the laminar organization of the cerebral cortex is more complex but the anatomical structure in both regions is somewhat repetitive (Amaral and Witter, [@B2]). To better understand the circuitries underlying systems-level consolidation, we previously constructed detailed maps of memory-related activity in the hippocampus (Gusev et al., [@B21]). We used *Arc/Arg3.1* mRNA expression as a molecular marker for neuronal activity induced by recent and remote WM memory recall. *Arc/Arg3.1* is an effector immediate-early gene (IEG) encoding an activity-regulated cytoskeleton-associated (*Arc*) and a synaptic protein expressed by cortical excitatory neurons following strong synaptic activity and behavioral experiences (Link et al., [@B41]; Lyford et al., [@B42]; Guzowski et al., [@B22]; Vazdarjanova et al., [@B96]). *Arc* has been implicated in Hebbian and homeostatic neuronal plasticity, memory consolidation, and experience-dependent changes in sensory representations (Guzowski et al., [@B22]; Plath et al., [@B66]; Rial Verde et al., [@B72]; Wang et al., [@B97]). Moreover, our detection and mapping studies suggest a link between mnemonic plasticity recorded in CA1 pyramidal cells (such as disinhibition and larger spike amplitude) and an increased *Arc* expression in CA1 after recent memory recall (Gusev and Alkon, [@B20]; Gusev et al., [@B21]). An intriguing possibility would be that *Arc* expression induced by remote recall indicates neurons expressing mnemonic plasticity underlying permanent storage.

In agreement with a persistent role of the hippocampus in WM memory, we previously found that both recent and remote recall of WM memory induces more *Arc* mRNA expression in hippocampal regions when compared to swimming controls (Gusev et al., [@B21]). However, after a 1-month retention interval, the *Arc* mRNA task-specific expression reorganizes and becomes smaller and clusters within only select segments of the hippocampus. We now use the same behavioral paradigm to establish global changes in neocortical activity during remote memory formation.

We tested the hypothesis that recent memory recall induces robust and stereotypical increase in *Arc* expression widely distributed across the entire cortex while remote recall induces less *Arc* expression clustered in select cortical segments and layers. We found that the main trend in global reorganization of neuronal activity induced by memory recall in the cerebral cortex parallels the changes we described previously for the hippocampus (Gusev et al., [@B21]). The *Arc* maps characterize the outcome of systems-level consolidation and highlight cortical regions and layers participating in remote memory formation and storage. These maps may facilitate detection of enduring neuronal correlates of memory storage.

Materials and Methods {#s1}
=====================

Training procedure
------------------

The subjects were 30 8-week-old male Wistar rats (Charles River Laboratory), the same as those used for hippocampal activity mapping in our previous study (Gusev et al., [@B21]). Rats were individually caged, given access to food and water, and maintained on a 12:12-h light/dark cycle. Animal care and maintenance was in accordance with NIH guidelines. Rats were trained in a water-maze task in a swimming pool 1.5 m in diameter and 0.6 m high filled with milky water (24 ± 1°C) and located in a well-lit (3 m × 5 m) room with distinct extra-maze cues. Our training protocol was designed to force rats to use a spatial navigation strategy (Morris, [@B56]; Eichenbaum et al., [@B10]; Micheau et al., [@B50]). A transparent square platform (12.5 cm × 12.5 cm) was hidden in the same location (quadrant\'s center) within the pool with its top surface submerged 1.5 cm below the water level. On day 0, rats were subjected to 2.5 min of swimming in the pool in the absence of the platform, for adaptation to the environment. On the first day, an animal was guided to the platform if it did not find it within 2 min. For the next 7 days, rats were trained to locate the hidden platform on four trials per day. Rats were brought into the training room in a home cage one at a time. After holding the rat for 1 min, a mark was applied to the head with a wide tip black marker to enable tracking using a Poly-Track video system (San Diego Instruments Inc., CA, USA). Before placing the rat into the tank to begin training trials, the rat was carried around the tank twice within 2 min with 10-s stops at the quadrant\'s borders. These walks were introduced to extend context exposure and further facilitate memory recall especially after a 1-month delay. A rat was placed into the water facing the tank\'s wall at the middle of quadrant opposite, adjacent left and right of the target quadrant. Rats were then allowed to stay on the platform for 40 s. After each trial, the experimenter walked away from the pool and started the next trial with a 10-s delay from a different quadrant. The order of the starting positions was pseudo-randomized and varied every day. After four trials were completed, the rat was placed into a cage filled with clear water for 5--10 s to rinse the milk, and then it was placed into a cardboard box filled with wood chips for 20 s to let it shake off water. The rat was then toweled before being returned to the home cage. For all animals, there was only one target quadrant and it was always in the same location. Acquisition of spatial memory was assessed based on escape latencies. Two out of five rats from 1-month group were given one extra training session.

In order to control for non-mnemonic and mnemonic processes not specifically related to our navigational task, we used animal triads that included one swim control (SW) and one naïve control for each water-maze trained (WMT) rat. In order to equate locomotor activity and stress responses, rats from the SW control group had one trial of swimming each day. The time of the control swim was yoked to the time required to find the platform for the corresponding WMT rat on that training day. Swimming controls spent 3 min in the cardboard box to equate the time that WMT rats spent on the platform (4 × 40 s). Five animal triads were used to map representation of recent memory recall and another five triads were used to study remote memory recall.

Probe tests for brain activity mapping
--------------------------------------

During the probe tests, the WMT and yoked SW animals were treated according to the protocol followed during the training sessions except that both groups spent 20 s in the cardboard box following the tests and before being returned to their home cage and the housing room. Three consecutive probe tests with 10-s intervals were performed 24 h or 1 month after the last training session. After being released into the water, rats faced the wall in the middle of the quadrant opposite to the target quadrant location and swam for 60 s with the platform removed. Navigation skills were evaluated based on the number of "target area" (12.5 cm × 12.5 cm) crossings, proximity to the platform location (Gallagher et al., [@B15]; Maei et al., [@B43]) and latency to the first target crossing. We also report results of quadrant based analyses of dwell times and distances (**Figures S1 and S2** in Supplementary Material). Proximity was measured as the mean distance between a rat and the platform during a probe trial (in tracker units). Linear distance from the platform marker to a rat was measured on every video tracker frame (18/s). We conducted a comparative study of sensitivity and reliability of different parameters for WM task memory in our behavioral protocol and experimental set-up (see [Supplementary Material](#sm1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The entire test procedure took about 8 min, and was conducted on WMT and SW rats from each triad with a 10-min interval. Animals were killed 30 min following the end of the last probe test and brains were quickly removed from the skull and placed on dry ice powder within 3 min. Naïve controls were killed last in each triad, 15 min after the swim controls. A 30-min delay was chosen because at this point *Arc* signal is no longer present as nuclear foci (Guzowski et al., [@B23]; Gusev et al., unpublished observation). After *Arc* transcription has largely ended, the full magnitude of just-generated *Arc* signal can be measured more precisely compared to earlier time points when transcription is still in progress. By measuring the *Arc* signal diffused within the soma we also avoid film saturation. This saturation may occur over a highly condensed *Arc* signal present in the foci. Therefore with a 30-min delay, differences in *Arc* signal magnitude should be better detected.

Remote memory recall may be a more difficult task compared to recent memory recall (Biedenkapp and Rudy, [@B5]; Wiltgen and Silva, [@B100]). To ensure robust memory recall at all time points after the training, we extended an animal\'s exposure to the training room context by carrying (twice for 1 min; see above) a rat around the pool before the tests. We also used triplets of the probe test to give additional reminders of the task and to monitor possible time-dependent changes in task performance over the three probes. This design applied to both the recent and remote memory groups and ensured clear behavioral responses and strong *in situ* hybridization signals. Under this schedule, the extinction of WM search behavior did not develop during the probes.

It is likely that some forms of learning related to the experience and the environment are common for SW control and WMT rats (Kubik et al., [@B36]). Employing such common skills could induce *Arc* expression in the both groups. This activity may also mask some aspects of *Arc* expression related to the WM task. The SW controls, however, were never trained to navigate to a submerged platform and thus do not recall relevant spatial memory. To balance the possible effects of stress on *Arc* expression in WMT animals due to absence of the platform, we elevated stress in SW controls by switching from a single daily swim during the training sessions to three swim trials during the probe tests as reported earlier (Gusev et al., [@B21]). Therefore, the SW control should help to dissect the *Arc* expression representing activation of navigation skills and recall of spatial memory. In other studies, animals trained on a visible platform task have also been successfully used as control for WM memory (Teixeira et al., [@B91]; Kee et al., [@B32]).

We designed the current behavioral and mapping protocols in order to study the effects of putative treatments for memory disorders and enhancement of memory ensembles. We avoided animal overtraining and create room for memory enhancement. Yet, we still induced robust memory retention over 1 month later. This approach will allow us to explore how brain regions mediate memory enhancement and its decline in models of memory disorders.

Corticosterone measurement
--------------------------

Stress levels caused by behavioral procedures were measured by the concentration of corticosterone in the blood separately from the mapping triads. The stress triads were trained in a slightly larger tank (diameter, 180 cm). Recent memory tests and control swimming procedures were analogous to those used in the mapping experiments. We also measured the effect of context exposure in the water-maze training room on corticosterone levels 24 h after the last training session. WMT and SW rats were brought into the room, and their heads were marked. Animals were held in an experimenter\'s hands during the two 1-min walks around the pool. Afterward, they were immediately placed into home cages and returned to the housing room, without starting a swimming session. Animals were taken from their home cages and killed in a procedure room 20 min after the context-only exposures or probe tests. WMT, SW, and naive rats from each triad were killed within an 80-min time span to ensure the same phase of the circadian rhythm for the entire triad (i.e., between 9:30 A.M. and 3:00 P.M.). Trunk blood was collected into 1.5 ml tubes on ice containing 5 μl of 0.13 M EDTA. Samples were centrifuged immediately at 4°C at 14,000 rpm for 5 min. Plasma aliquots were stored at −80°C. Corticosterone concentration was determined by an enzyme immunoassay kit with a 96-well microtiter coated with polyclonal antibody raised against corticosterone following the manufacturer\'s instructions (Immunodiagnostic Systems, Fountain Hills, AZ, USA). The absorbance levels were measured with a Model 550 microplate reader at 450 nm (reference at 655 nm; Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA).

Brain sectioning
----------------

Coronal 20-μm-thick cryostat sections were collected in a rostro-caudal direction across the whole brain. We used the interaural system of coordinates to measure and to assign coordinates to the brain sections during the forebrain sectioning, and then to create anatomical maps of neuronal activity. To obtain these coordinates, we needed to adjust the distance measured between the rostral pole of a frozen brain and the rear-most edge of the neocortex by adding 0.6 mm. Due to small variations in brain size from animal to animal, we also compared the anatomy of sections with a rat brain atlas and made necessary adjustments before assigning coordinates (Paxinos and Watson, [@B64]). During the sectioning with a Leica CM 1900 cryostat (Leica Microsystems, Germany), the coordinates were calculated based on the number of 20-μm sections. The progress of brain sectioning was also monitored with a compass and a ruler. There was good correspondence between the measured, calculated and anatomical coordinates during the sectioning. Brain sections on the same slide were separated by no less than 60 μm to avoid measuring the *Arc* mRNA signal in the same neurons twice. During the sectioning, each section was placed on the next silanated glass slide (K-D Medical Inc., Columbia, MD, USA) out of a group of four slides. Three coronal sections were mounted per slide, (four sections were mounted for the very frontal areas). A protocol number of a behavioral group and an estimated interaural coordinate for the last mounted section on the fourth slide were written on each of four slides so the coordinate of each section could be calculated as precisely as possible. In total, 100 slides were collected per animal. During the cryostat sectioning, the slides were kept at room temperature in a slide container. After the sectioning was complete, tissue sections were stored at −80°C until use.

Reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction and *Arc* probe generation
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Total rat RNA was purchased from Ambion (Austin, TX, USA). Reverse transcription (RT) was performed using the oligo-(dT) primer and Superscript Reverse Transcriptase at 42°C for 50 min, as suggested by the manufacturer (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). We used 1 μl RT reaction in 50 μl polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification with the appropriate primers as follows: initial denaturation at 95°C for 2 min, denaturing at 94°C for 30 s, annealing at 62°C for 30 s, and extension at 72°C for 3 min for 36 cycles. For *Arc* amplification, 5′-ACGGGCGACTCACAGCGCTGGA-3′ and 5′-GGGTCTCCTGGGACTGGACTTGA-CCA-3′ primers were used (expected product size is 2.1Kb). The PCR product was analyzed on a 1.2% agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide (Invitrogen). The PCR product was subcloned into a pCR4-TOPO vector (Invitrogen) and the positive *Arc* clone was confirmed by restriction digestion and sequencing. Purified plasmid DNA was linearized either with *Pme*I or *Not*I (New England Biolabs, Beverly, MA, USA). Both linearized DNA templates were used to generate sense and antisense RNA probes labeled with ^35^S (α-^35^S-UTP; Life Sciences Perkin-Elmer, Boston, MA, USA; Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ, USA) using Ambion\'s MAXIscript kit according to the manufacturer\'s instructions. The yield and integrity of riboprobe was verified by gel electrophoresis.

*In situ* hybridization histochemistry
--------------------------------------

Experiments were performed with the brain sections taken at the same brain level from the WMT, SW and naïve control animals in parallel. An exact anatomical match of the sections was performed on autoradiograms. The sections were fixed in a buffered (1× PBS) 4% formaldehyde solution freshly prepared from paraformaldehyde for 5 min, and rinsed in PBS two times for 5 min. Then slices were placed in 0.25% acetic anhydride in 0.1 M triethanolamine for 10 min, rinsed for 5 min in 2× standard saline citrate (SSC, 1× SSC = 0.15 M NaCl: 0.015 M sodium citrate), dehydrated by passing them for 1 min through graded dilutions of ethanol in distilled water (v/v) (70%, 80%, 95%, 100%). Sections were passed through chloroform (CHCl~3~) for 5 min, ethanol 100% and 95% for 1 min in each and air-dried for 30 min. The *Arc* riboprobe (1 × 10^6^ cpm in 50 μl) was applied to each slide holding three sections and hybridized at 55°C for 24 h in a mixture containing 20 mM Tris--HCl, pH 7.4, 1 mM EDTA, 300 mM NaCl, 50% formamide, 10% dextran sulfate, 1× Denhardt\'s solution, 4 μg/ml salmon sperm DNA, 10 μg/ml yeast total RNA, 10 μg/ml yeast tRNA (Invitrogen), 100 mM dithiothreitol (ICN Biomedicals Inc, Irvine, CA, USA), 0.1% SDS, 0.1% NTS. Compounds were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. (St. Louis, MO, USA) unless otherwise mentioned. Slices hybridized with the sense riboprobe were used as negative controls. Glass coverslips were placed on hybridizing sections. After high stringency posthybridization washes and RNase treatment, brain sections were dehydrated in graded ethanol and then subjected to autoradiography with BioMax MR film (Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, NY, USA) together with ^14^C microscales purchased from Amersham Biosciences (catalog \# RPA 504; RPA 511).

Measurement of *Arc* mRNA expression
------------------------------------

Autoradiograms were placed on a Northern Light C-60 illuminator (Research Imaging Inc., Canada) and 12-bit images were acquired with a Hamamatsu ORCA-ER digital camera (Japan) and the Zeiss AxioVision- 3.1 program (Zeiss, Germany). For each triad, autoradiograms of brain sections treated in the same *in situ* hybridization experiment and originated from WMT, SW and naïve controls were anatomically matched. Quantification of *Arc* mRNA signals was performed using the ImageGauge-3.36 software (Fuji Film, Japan) by measuring the signal averaged across all layers in the cingulate cortex 1 and 2 (Cg1; Cg2), retrosplenial (RS), insular (Ins) cortices, medial orbital (MO), ventral orbital (VO), dorso-lateral orbital (DLO) cortices. In addition to *Arc* measurement averaged over all layers, individual cortical layers were traced in the parietal association (Par), visual primary (V1) and secondary medial and lateral (V2M; V2L) cortices, somatosensory and motor primary and secondary cortices (S1, S2, M1, M2, respectively), frontal association (FrAs), prelimbic (Prl) and lateral orbital (LO) cortices, and lateral entorhinal area (LEA). The boundaries of entire cortical areas and individual layers were carefully verified according to rat brain atlases at multiple rostro-caudal levels (Paxinos and Watson, [@B64]; Swanson, [@B86]). The boundaries of cortical layers 2--4, 5 and 6 in *Arc* mRNA autoradiograms could be clearly determined based on differences in optical densities. The boundaries were confirmed by overlaying the atlas templates over the autoradiograms in the Adobe Illustrator 9.0 program (Adobe Systems Inc; see a tracing example in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}E). To distinguish layers 2/3 and 4, we relied on the relative thickness of layers 2/3 and layer 4 as shown in a rat brain atlas (Swanson, [@B86]). We also followed the changes in the layers' width along the rostro-caudal axis. Layer 1 was not labeled and was not traced in this study. Measured mean gray levels were converted into nCi/g of tissue equivalents using ^14^C microscales (Miller, [@B51]). Polynomial functions of 3--5 orders were used to create calibration curves in Origin 6.1 software (OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA, USA).

The radioactive *in situ* hybridization using ^35^S-labeled probe is very sensitive in evaluating the overall amount of expressed mRNA and is well suited for precise quantification of neuronal activity (Montag-Sallaz and Montag, [@B55]). This approach has been frequently used in mapping of circuitries underlying learning and memory (Kelly and Deadwyler, [@B33], [@B34]), and developmental plasticity (Tagawa et al., [@B87]).

Parameters of *Arc* mRNA task-specific expression
-------------------------------------------------

In line with the studies that map IEG expression (Zhang et al., [@B105]), we use *Arc* mRNA induction as a marker of neuronal genomic activation that occurs during memory tests. This genomic activation may not directly reflect the number of spikes fired by neurons but still indicates brain regions activated by the memory tests. With this consideration, we will further refer to genomic activation of neurons as neuronal activity.

The goal of our study was, first, to establish if there is a relative difference in *Arc* expression between the trained and two control groups within the two retention groups in multiple cortical areas, and, second, to assess time-dependent changes in task-specific *Arc* expression. Only this relativistic approach allows dissection of specific effects of training and memory retention length on *Arc* expression. To overcome possible consequences of the sparse information representation in the cortex (Laughlin and Sejnowski, [@B38]) that could lead to subtle and sparsely distributed task-related changes in neuronal activity, we applied two types of analyses that capture complementary aspects of activity reorganization.

To elucidate changes in the levels of neuronal activity underlying WM memory recall, we monitored the magnitude of a task-specific *Arc* mRNA signal. To be able to use the data from multiple *in situ* hybridization experiments, we applied a *between-subject* approach to normalization of *Arc* mRNA expression levels within the yoked triads. After an *in situ* experiment, an exact anatomical matching of the sections within a triad was performed. Some sections could not be anatomically matched and were excluded from further analysis. In each triad of anatomically matched WMT, SW and naïve sections treated in the same *in situ* hybridization experiment, the *Arc* mRNA signal was measured in nCi/g of tissue equivalents. For each region of interest (ROI) on each side of a brain section that is a part of an anatomical match, we calculated individual normalized values of *Arc* mRNA expression. We divided an *Arc* signal in an ROI in a naïve, WMT or SW brain at *i*-level (naïve~i~, WMT~i~ and SW~i~, respectively) by the sum of values in this ROI on the same sides of all three matched sections: Naive~i,\ norm~/naïve~i~ + WMT~i~ + SW~i~; WMT~i,\ norm~/naïve~i~ + WMT~i~ + SW~i~; SW~i,\ norm~/naïve~i~ + WMT~i~ + SW~i~.

These individual normalized values obtained in multiple *in situ* hybridization experiments at different rostro-caudal levels of each triad (spanning over 1--8 mm of the brain) were pooled for scatter plots (maps) of *Arc* signal distribution against the interaural coordinates for each studied cortical area. Thus, each scatter plot represents the normalized data from WMT, SW and naïve animals from five triads. Finally, the relative magnitudes of learning-specific signals were calculated as the difference between normalized *Arc* mRNA levels in WMT and SW sections also in each individual anatomical match of each yoked triad.

The numbers of data points per anatomical area/segment varied according to their rostro-caudal extent. Different triads were represented by similar numbers of anatomically matched brain sections. An estimated representation of each animal/triad in the general pool of data points for a given area/segment/layer can be calculated as total number of data points for this area/segment/layer dived by 5, the standard error is within 5--8% of the average sample size.

We performed all statistical analyses on pooled non-averaged data. However, to avoid obscuring of an overall task-specific signal by possible bidirectional changes in the different parts of some extended anatomical areas, we subdivided the areas on segments. Based on a visual inspection of the maps of *Arc* mRNA signal ( scatter plots with pooled data from all the brains), we established the boundaries for cortical segments with the most distinct task-specific changes or without such changes in recent or remote memory groups. We further applied these common boundaries for all experimental and retention groups (see **Tables S1,S2** in Supplementary Material) for a given area/layer. This standard approach to parcellation helps to reveal task-related cortical activity and helps to follow its spatial and temporal dynamics without inducing false positive results (type one errors).

To study a finer functional reorganization in the cortex at the layer level upon memory recall, we applied a *within-subject* approach to normalization of *Arc* mRNA laminar expression. To calculate *Arc* mRNA laminar fractions for a given brain section, absolute values of *Arc* mRNA in each layer (Li) were normalized to the sums of *Arc* mRNA amounts in all layers: Li/L6 + L5 + L4 + L2/3, Li/L6 + L5 + L2/3 in the selected 6- or 5-layered areas in WMT and SW groups. The within-subject normalization helps to measure the impact of memory recall on the distribution of the induced amount of *Arc* mRNA among the different layers. Thus, normalized in this way, changes in the *Arc* signal estimate changes in the laminar structure of genomic activation of excitatory neurons. This parameter measures excitation flow in the cortical layers on a slower time scale inherent in molecular markers of activity and plasticity (compared to electrical processes).

The interaural coordinates for long-range stereotyped *Arc* laminar redistributions were identified by visual inspection of the rostro-caudal scatter plots (maps) for *Arc* mRNA laminar fractions in a given cortical area during WM memory recall and control swimming. Thus, the calculation of these parameters was not limited to individual triads and was determined at the level of the two retention groups.

An experimenter who was not aware of the behavioral conditions traced the cortical layers in a subset of autoradiograms. This blind analysis yielded results that were similar to the outcome of non-blind analysis of the same autoradiograms. To further avoid bias, the data were statistically analyzed only after all the samples were complete. Therefore, the *Arc* mRNA signal measurements were taken without benefit of advance knowledge of effects that emerged.

Statistical analyses
--------------------

Normality of data distributions and variance equality were verified by the Kolmogorov--Smirnov test and *F*-test, respectively. The acquisition of spatial memory in the Morris water-maze task was evaluated by repeated measures ANOVA. Performance on recent and long-term spatial memory tasks was assessed by one-way ANOVA followed by a Fisher\'s *post hoc* test and a Kruskal--Wallis test where appropriate on individual probe tests (Statview; SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). The presence of a learning-specific signal in the individual segments of the scatter plots for each cortical area was assessed by region-by-region univariate ANOVAs followed by a Fisher\'s *post hoc* test on pooled data as described early (Gusev et al., [@B21]). The main and combined effects of a memory retention period, a cortical segment and a layer\'s position on learning- specific *Arc* mRNA expression were evaluated by two- and three-way ANOVAs on pooled data followed by Scheffe\'s *post hoc* test. Scheffe\'s test was applied as it is robust to differences in sample sizes across different segments. Effects of the time elapsed since memory acquisition on magnitudes of task-specific signal were assessed by Student\'s *t*-tests only in pairs of analogous cortical segments, no cross comparison was performed by *t*-tests. Effects of a behavioral protocol on *Arc* mRNA laminar fractions were assessed by Student\'s *t*-tests in a different set of cortical segments. Single comparisons of analogous segments by the *t*-tests do not require Bonferroni adjustments. Null hypotheses were rejected at *p* \< 0.05.

Results
=======

Spatial water-maze memory does not decline over 1 month after training
----------------------------------------------------------------------

A persistent issue in remote memory research is how to distinguish memory modifications or even deterioration due to the age of the memory from modifications resulting from memory inaccessibility due to difficulties in remote recall (Biedenkapp and Rudy, [@B5]; Wiltgen and Silva, [@B100]). This uncertainty prevents firm conclusions about time-dependent changes in behavioral content and neuronal circuits during memory consolidation and its permanent storage. We introduced a methodology that ameliorates the storage/recall uncertainty in our previous hippocampal study (Gusev et al., [@B21]). The brains from these same rats are used in the current study. We now map neocortical regions involved in systems-level consolidation of a spatial memory task.

To further validate our training protocol and task performance analysis, we present newly obtained data on reminding (for details, see **Figure S2** in Supplementary Material) and on proximity to the platform location.

In brief, groups of animals trained for studying recent and remote spatial memories displayed a similar time course of WM learning (Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A,E). Probe tests indicated a clear spatial preference for the target location both 24 h and 1 month after the last training session (Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B,F, respectively). There were higher numbers of crossings for target quadrant centers (hidden platform location) compared to non-target quadrants recorded for each trained animal during three consecutive probe tests. On the other hand, swim yoked control rats for both the 24-h and 1-month retention groups did not demonstrate spatial bias as measured by numbers of crossings of "target" quadrant centers compared to non-target quadrants also recorded for each animal during three consecutive "probe" tests Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}C,G). There was no memory decline over a 1-month retention interval measured by a number of parameters (Gusev et al., [@B21]). The quadrant analyses of target/non-target quadrant center crossings did not indicate difference between the 1-month probe tests as compared to 24-h tests (Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B,F).

![**Acquisition and long-term retention of spatial memory water-maze task**. **(A,E)** Escape latency dynamics during WM training. **(B,F)** Probe tests performed 24 h **(B)** and 1 month **(F)** after 7 days of water-maze (WM) training. Bars display means ± SE of number of crossings over the target location and non-target quadrant centers. Altogether, 15 tests were conducted in five triads of rats. Note the spatial bias in the swim paths of water-maze trained (WMT) rats. Target quadrant contained an escape platform during training trials, Opp-quadrant, opposite to target quadrant, Aj-r, adjacent right; Aj-l, adjacent left quadrants. **(C,G)** There was no spatial bias in the swim paths of swim yoked controls (SW) in the tests conducted 24 h and 1 month after the last training session. **(D,H)** Average proximity to the platform location during recent **(D)** and remote **(H)** memory tests. WM trained rats persistently swam closer to the target location compared to swim controls. **(I,J)** There was no difference in the distance swum by WMT and SW rats at 24 h **(I)** or 1 month **(J)** after training (during the final sessions before the *Arc* mapping). **(K,L)** There was no difference in corticosterone levels in WMT and SW rats both after training room exposures **(K)** and after the final sessions of probe and control tests **(L)**. Data represent means ± SE, \*\**p* \< 0.02, \*\*\**p* \< 0.0001 one-way ANOVA with Fisher\'s *post hoc* test. For simplicity, statistically significant differences indicated between target and all non-target quadrants, and between WMT, SW and naïve groups only within memory retention groups. Adapted from Gusev et al. ([@B21]); TU-tracker units.](fnint-04-00015-g001){#F1}

The three consecutive probe tests allowed us to monitor recall dynamics. Neither the recent nor the remote memory group indicated search behavior extinction in any parameter. We observed a robust improvement in the platform search in two out of five WMT animals in the remote memory group. These two animals showed a shorter latency to platform area crossing, a closer average proximity to the platform area and an increased dwell time/distance in the target quadrant during the second and third probe tests compared to the first test. The most significant improvement occurred after the first probe whereas performance in the second and third probes was similar. As we reported previously, this tendency toward performance improvement, however, did not reach overall statistical significance for the entire remote memory group (Gusev et al., [@B21]). Also, average proximity to the platform area did not change significantly in either the recent or remote memory groups over the three tests (*p* \> 0.24, *p* \> 0.41, respectively; Kruskal--Wallis test). Thus, extended exposure to the training room context followed by the three consecutive probe tests ameliorated possible recall difficulties at the recent and especially the remote time points.

To further validate our training protocol for induction of a robust remote memory, we measured a proximity parameter. A two-way ANOVA indicated significant main effects of "memory retention time" and "behavior" factors on the proximity of rats to the platform location \[*F*~(1,\ 50)~ = 27.57, *p* \< 0.0001; *F*~(1,\ 50)~ = 42.81, *p* \< 0.0001, respectively\], but the factors' interaction was not significant \[*F*~(1,\ 50)~ = 0.002, *p* = 0.96; Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}D,H\]. The WMT rats swam in closer proximity to the platform location when compared with SW control rats, and this difference did not change over 1 month. One-way ANOVAs with "animal group" as a factor indicated the differences in WMT and SW proximities within both the 24-h and 1-month memory groups \[*F*~(3,\ 50)~ = 25.31, *p* \< 0.0001; *p* \< 0.0001, *p* \< 0.0001, Fisher\'s *post hoc* test, respectively\]. There was also an overall decrease in proximity to the platform at 1 month compared to 1 day for both WMT and SW rats (*p* \< 0.0001). However, the interaction of the main factors including "memory retention time" and "behavior" was not significant. This indicates that, by the proximity measure, WM memory also did not decline over a 1-month retention interval. In addition, quadrant dwell times and distances also indicated robust remote memory (**Figure S1** in Supplementary Material).

Differences in total distance swum and/or corticosterone levels may affect *Arc* mRNA expression. There was, however, no difference in the total length of swim pathways during the memory probe tests and control swim within both retention groups (Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}I,J). There were also no differences in corticosterone levels in WMT and SW rats after either training room exposure (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}K) or the final sessions of probe and control tests (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}L).

Thus our behavioral protocol not only induced robust memory but also created conditions that ameliorated difficulties with remote recall. The behavioral controls for non-spatial and stress components allowed us to extract memory-related neuronal activity and its modification over time. To elucidate time-dependent changes in putative storage sites for WM memory, we examined regional (spatial) selectivity in neocortical activation during recent and remote memory recall.

Task-specific increase in overall *Arc* gene expression occurs in select rostro-caudal segments. the spatial distribution of the *Arc* signal differs after recent and remote recall
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We first analyzed overall *Arc* expression levels averaged across cortical layers. A detailed laminar analysis for most of areas was conducted as well. With the first approach, we deciphered spatial selectivity in global cortical activation by a memory recall. We showed that appearance of task-specific *Arc* signal depends on cortical segment coordinates. This selectivity in task-specific *Arc* expression became more pronounced at the 1-month retention. Fewer regions were activated at the remote vs. recent time point.

To estimate activity volume of putative excitatory neurons, we used between-subject normalization of *Arc* mRNA amounts within the individual animal triads. We surveyed 40 maps for 20 entire anatomical areas representing *Arc* mRNA levels plotted against the interaural brain coordinates for recent and remote recall. The initial survey indicated that the direction of task-specific changes in *Arc* signal was not always similar at different rostro-caudal levels within some of the cortical areas. Therefore, to avoid obscuring memory-related activity, 17 areas were subdivided into rostro-caudal segments that displayed similar directions in *Arc* alterations after memory recall. We used the same boundaries of 43 individual segments among all experimental and retention groups and then studied spatial and time-dependent changes in the *Arc* task-specific signal among these cortical segments.

We first analyzed the directionality of *Arc* expression changes and spatial distribution of such changes across the entire cortex. The differences between the normalized *Arc* mRNA values averaged across all layers in WMT and SW rats revealed task-specific signals (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Task-specific changes in overall (averaged across the all layers) ***Arc*** gene expression: subdivision of cortical areas, stereotypical magnitude of ***Arc*** expression increase and its area-specific persistence over 1-month memory consolidation**. **(A,B)** Both during recent and remote memory activation, the *post hoc* analyses distinguished only cortical segments that had opposite changes in *Arc* expression, or the segments with and without changes in *Arc* expression. The latter segments had statistically non-significant (NS) differences in *Arc* expression levels and indicated with NS. There was no difference in magnitude of learning-specific signals within the groups of cortical segments with more or less *Arc* gene expression compared to swimming controls. **(A)** There was no task-specific signal in M1-1, M1-2 and M2-1, Prl-3, VO-2, Ins-1, Ins-2 and Ins-3, Cg1-1, Cg1-4 (**Table S1A** in Supplementary Material). MEA and LEA data are taken from our previous publication (Gusev et al., [@B21]) and included here for the purpose of completeness. Data represent group means ± SE for differences in *Arc* mRNA levels between WMT and SW. **(B)** The number of segments with less *Arc* mRNA expression was higher after remote recall compared to resent recall. A new decrease in *Arc* expression appeared in VO-2 and Ins, a new increase in *Arc* expression appeared in S1-1, S2-1, Prl-1, Ins-3, M2-1, M1-3 segments (**Table S1B** in Supplementary Material). When *Arc* expression levels were averaged across the layers, there was no learning-specific signal detected in V1-1, V2M, M1-1, M2-3, LO-2, RS-1, RS-2, Cg1-1, Cg1-2, Cg1-4, Cg2-3, Ins-2 segments (all *p* \> 0.05). V1-2, S1-1 and S2-1 displayed learning-specific signal only in layers 2/3 during remote recall.](fnint-04-00015-g002){#F2}

Following recall of both recent and remote memories, the most frequent task-specific signal we detected was an increase in *Arc* expression. We used multiple one-way ANOVAs followed by Fisher\'s *post hoc* test to asses significance of the task-specific difference in individual segments (for the boundaries of the studied cortical segments and the results of statistical analyses, see **Tables S1A,B and S2** in Supplementary Material). Remarkably, the numbers of segments showing increased *Arc* expression declined from 30 (69.8%) to 18 (41.9%) over a 1-month period. Numbers of segments showing less *Arc* expression or no task-specific *Arc* alterations increased from 3 (7%) to 9 (20.9%) and from 10 (23.3%) to 16 (37.2%), respectively (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Stronger task-specific activity in a region may indicate its stronger relation to memory storage. Therefore, we next examined how the magnitude of task-specific *Arc* expression varied among cortical areas and whether this magnitude differed after recent and remote memory recall. Two-way ANOVA indicated significant main effects of "cortical segment" and "memory retention time" factors on the magnitude of *Arc* mRNA task-specific expression \[as averaged across all layers, *F*~(42,\ 9598)~ = 13.79, *p* \< 0.0001; *F*~(1, 9598)~ = 67.62, *p* \< 0.0001, respectively\], and the factors' interaction was also significant \[*F*~(42,\ 9598)~ = 8.44, *p* \< 0.0001\]. Thus, appearance of task-specific *Arc* signal depends on both cortical segment coordinates (spatial selectivity) and the retention time. Moreover, individual segments even within the same cortical areas may differ in how direction and magnitude of the *Arc* task-specific signal changes over 1 month.

To examine whether memory recall/storage functions are similarly represented across participating cortical areas of different sensory modalities and hierarchy, we next tested the hypotheses that task-specific activity has a stereotypical overall magnitude and similar laminar distribution across multiple cortical segments. We also examined whether character of stereotypy in cortical activation differed after recent and remote memory recall.

The magnitude of increase in *Arc* mRNA expression is stereotypical across the activated segments
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The term "stereotypy" describes the changes in *Arc* mRNA expression that are similar in their magnitude and/or laminar distribution following memory recall. Such changes repeat across the cortical areas of different modalities that express *Arc* levels specific to WM memory recall.

To test the hypothesis that memory recall is accompanied by a stereotypical increase in cortical activity, we compared the magnitude of task-specific *Arc* signals across the segments within the 24-h and 1-month memory groups. We applied one-way ANOVAs with cortical segments as a factor followed by Scheffe\'s *post hoc* analyses. After both recent and remote memory activation, the *post hoc* analyses distinguished only cortical segments in which *Arc* expression changed in opposite directions, and the segments with and without statistically significant alterations in *Arc* levels. There was no difference in magnitude of *Arc* task-specific signals within the groups of cortical segments that changed in the same direction. Thus the magnitude of *Arc* change in these segments was stereotypical (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Specifically, after the recent memory recall, the task-specific *Arc* signals in the Par-1, Par-2, V1-1, V2M, V2L, FrAs, LO-1, LEA-2 and VO-1 segments differed from the *Arc* signals in S1-1, S2-1, M1-2, M2-2, M1-1, M2-1 segments \[*F*~(42,\ 4517)~ = 18.64, *p* \< 0.0001; Scheffe\'s *post hoc*, all *p* \< 0.05\]. The first group of segments displayed more *Arc* mRNA expression after memory recall when compared to swim controls, and the second group had less *Arc* mRNA expression in all or only selected layers (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A; also see **Table S1A** in Supplementary Material). There was, however, no statistically significant difference in magnitude of *Arc* task-specific expression within the first group of segments with more *Arc* mRNA (Par-1, Par-2, V1-1, V2M, V2L, FrAs, LO-1, LEA-2 and VO-1); nor was there a difference in magnitudes of task-related *Arc* expression between the first group of segments and another group with more *Arc* expression including S2-2, Prl-2, LO-2, MO-1, MO-2, DLO-2, Cg1-2, Cg1-3, Cg2-1, Cg2-2, Cg2-3, RS-1, RS-2, RS-3, MEA-1, LEA-1 segments (*p* \> 0.05; Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A).

After the remote memory recall, similar to the recent recall, Scheffe\'s *post hoc* analysis indicated no difference in relative magnitudes of task-specific signal among the segments that displayed more *Arc* mRNA expression (Par-2, V1-2, V2L, S1-2, S2-2, M2-1, M1-3, FrAs, Prl-1, Prl-3, LO-1, MO-1, VO-1, Ins-3, RS-3, LEA2, MEA-1 segments; *F*~(42,\ 5081)~ = 6.63, *p* \< 0.0001, but all corresponding *p* \> 0.05; **Table S1B** in Supplementary Material; Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B). However, the magnitude of *Arc* task-specific expression in FrAs and Prl-1 differed from the magnitude of *Arc* task-specific expression in Par-1 \[*F*~(42,\ 5081)~ = 6.63, *p* \< 0.0001; *p* \< 0.03, *p* \< 0.02\] and M2-2 (*p* \< 0.03, *p* \< 0.02) which displayed less *Arc* mRNA expression.

Thus, after performance on a WM memory task, more or less *Arc* expression occurs only in select rostro-caudal segments when compared to controls. This spatial restriction in activation suggests a functional subdivision of cortical areas in providing WM memory recall. However, the overall magnitudes of *Arc* gene expression induced by memory recall remain similar (stereotypical) across the multiple activated segments *within* each retention group. The spatial restriction in *Arc* increase is more pronounced after a 1-month memory recall when fewer segments show *Arc* increase compared to recent recall.

Persistent representation of memory recall: only select segments display a similar increase in *Arc* mRNA expression after both recent and remote recall
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Stronger *Arc* expression may indicate more neurons and/or more pronounced *Arc*-related mnemonic plasticity representing early or remote memory storage. Therefore, after revealing time-dependent changes in the spatial distribution of *Arc* cortical signal, we examined whether *Arc* signal magnitude also differs after recent and remote memory recall.

We found an overall significant decrease in the magnitude of task-specific *Arc* signals in the cortex induced by recall of the remote WM task when compared to the recent task (0.044 ± 0.002 and 0.015 ± 0.002; *F*~(1,\ 9682)~ = 85.78, *p* \< 0.0001; *p* \< 0.0001, Scheffe\'s *post hoc*). Moreover, the statistically significant interaction of "cortical segment" and "memory retention time" factors in two-way ANOVA (see above) indicated that the directionality and/or magnitude of task-specific *Arc* signals over a 1-month retention interval is area-specific. We therefore assessed the changes in task-specific *Arc* expression in pairs of analogous individual segments by unpaired t-tests (at *p* \< 0.05) over a 1-month period.

We found that the magnitudes of *Arc* task-specific expression in FrAs, Prl-1, MO-1 (for representative images see Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), S1-2, S2-2, M1-3 and RS-3 segments were similar after both recent and remote recall (*p* \> 0.05; Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; for all large-scale maps of *Arc* expression averaged across all layers see **Figure S4** in Supplementary Material). We also found that the *Arc* task-specific expression of smaller magnitude persisted in Par-2, V1-2, V2L (for representative images see Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and **Figure S6** in Supplementary Material, respectively), in LO-1 and VO-1, Cg2-1 segments (*p* \< 0.05). The direction in task-specific *Arc* expression had inverted in Par-1, M2-2, PrL-2, DLO-2, MO-2, Cg1-3, Cg2-2 segments where *Arc* signal magnitude diminished in WMT compared to SW control (*p* \< 0.05). The magnitude of task-specific *Arc* expression increased in WMT in M2-1, PrL-3 and Ins-3 segments (*p* \< 0.05). Finally, segments such as DLO-1, Ins-3, and M2-1 displayed more *Arc* expression only after remote recall.

![**Areas of the prefrontal cortex expressed more ***Arc*** mRNA than controls after spatial memory recall at 24-h and 1-month retention intervals**. **(A)** Spectrum images of autoradiograms show more *Arc* mRNA expression in FrAs, Prl, Cg1, M1, M2, MO, LO following a recent memory test in a WMT rat compared to its SW and naïve anatomically matched control sections. Images of the ^14^C microscales that were exposed in parallel with the samples illustrate the conversion of a mean gray level into nCi/g of tissue equivalents. Scale bar: 1 mm. **(B)** Autoradiograms show characteristic for long-term memory recall more *Arc* mRNA expression in FrAs, Prl, MO, LO, M1 and M2 of a WMT rat compared to its SW and naïve controls. Note that displayed images represent different *in situ* hybridization experiments and therefore cannot be compared directly over the memory retention period. Experimental triads 4 and 10 represent recent and remote recall, respectively.](fnint-04-00015-g003){#F3}

Thus, the evolution of *Arc* signal magnitude over a 1-month period is area-specific. The changes in *Arc* increase together with *Arc* expression clustering suggest that cortical areas may differ in the persistence of their roles in memory recall and/or storage.

Detection of enduring neuronal correlates for memory storage is impeded by sparse information representation in the brain. This difficulty, however, could be partly ameliorated if laminar distribution of storage among cortical sites follows a stereotypical organization. Such a distribution would point to storage locations that are common across the entire cortex. We therefore constructed detailed maps of cortical laminar activity underlying memory recall.

Recent but not remote recall induces more *Arc* expression in the upper layers of parietal and visual cortices
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A distinct repeating motif in the laminar profiles of task-specific *Arc* gene expression appeared across several regions only following recall of recent but not remote memory (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The magnitude of *Arc* expression specific to learning tended to be larger in the uppermost layers (2--4) after only recent recall. After remote recall, the magnitude of *Arc* task-specific expression did not systematically differ across the cortical layers (compare Figures [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A,B and Figures [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}C,D; for detailed analyses of *Arc* laminar expression across the multiple segments see **Tables S1A,B** in Supplementary Material).

![**A stereotypical laminar profile of task-specific increase in ***Arc*** expression levels appeared after recall of recent but not remote memories**. **(A,B,F)** A recent memory test was accompanied by a larger increase in *Arc* mRNA expression in L2/3 and L4, while the increase in *Arc* expression was less in L6 in Par, V1, V2M and V2L, S1-2 segments. The tendency for the smaller L6 increase in *Arc* signal was also preserved in 5-layered areas such as FrAs, Prl, LO, M1-3 and M2-2. Data represent group means ± SE of WMT and SW *Arc* mRNA differences, N-the WMT vs. SW difference is not significant. **(E)** The layers' boundaries were traced with confidence. L2/3 and L4 boundaries were verified with a rat brain atlas. A screen shot from the ImageGauge program is shown. **(C,D,G)** After a 1-month memory interval, a stereotypical laminar profile for the magnitude of task-specific *Arc* signal was not found. Instead, a significantly reduced signal was restricted to only some upper and/or deep layers in a fewer regions. Thus, by this measure, overlap in representations of recent and remote memory recall occurred in various layers depending on the cortical area (compare **A** and **C**, **B** and **D**). The FrAs, Prl-1, LO-1 expressed more *Arc* mRNA in WMT rats compared to SW rats both after the recent and remote memory recall.](fnint-04-00015-g004){#F4}

Specifically, at the level of the entire population of 6- and 5-layered regions, the task-specific signal in L6 had the smallest magnitude when compared to signals in L5, L4 and L2/3 \[*F*~(3,\ 3556)~ = 15.65, *p* \< 0.0001; *p* \< 0.003, *p* \< 0.0001, *p* \< 0.0001, respectively; Scheffe\'s *post hoc*; Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}F\], but the layers did not differ after the 1-month tests \[*F*~(3,\ 3877)~ = 0.74, *p* = 0.53; Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}G\]. The *Arc* signal specific to the recent WM task in L5 was smaller when compared to signal in L4 (*p* \< 0.0092); the *Arc* signal magnitudes in L5 and L2/3 (*p* = 0.8), L4 and L2/3 (*p* = 0.08) did not differ.

At the level of individual cortical segments, the laminar differences in magnitude of task-specific *Arc* expression were significant within the combined Par-1 and Par-2 \[*F*~(3,\ 430)~ = 4.45, *p* \< 0.005\], and V1-1 and V1-2 \[*F*~(3,\ 240)~ = 3.57, *p* \< 0.02\] regions. In the parietal association cortex, the strongest task-specific signal appeared in L2/3 and L4 when compared to both L6 (*p* \< 0.006, *p* \< 0.003, Fisher\'s *post hoc*) and L5 (*p* = 0.055; *p* \< 0.03; Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In V1, the increase in *Arc* expression was the highest in L2/3 and L4 as compared to L6 only (*p* \< 0.003; *p* \< 0.03, **Figure S6** in Supplementary Material). In the entire parietal and V1 regions, L2/3 and L4, L6 and L5 task-related signals did not differ (*p* \> 0.8, *p* \> 0.8; *p* \> 0.4, *p* \> 0.4).

At 1 month in memory retention, a task-specific signal emerged in all layers of Par-2, FrAs, Prl-1, LO-1 segments, but it appeared only in selected layers of V1-2, V2L, S1-2, S2-1, S2-2, M1-3 and M2-1 regions (Figures [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}C,D; **Table S1B** in Supplementary Material; for representative images and *Arc* laminar maps for parietal and visual areas see Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and **Figure S6** in Supplementary Material). We found that a similar percentage of the upper and deep layers (50 and 57%) demonstrated more *Arc* expression specific to the task both after the recent and remote recall.

![**Multiple rostro-caudal levels of the parietal association cortex show time-dependent changes in laminar profiles for ***Arc*** gene expression specific to water-maze memory recall**. **(A,C)** Following a recent memory recall, stronger *Arc* mRNA expression occurs consistently in the upper layers when compared to the deep layers. The spectrum images of autoradiograms were obtained from brain sections of WMT, SW and naive control rats. For the illustrated sections, a task-specific *Arc* signal is 304.3 nCi/g for the deep (L5 and L6) layers and 472.1 nCi/g for the upper (L2/3 and L4) layers. A task-specific signal is the difference in absolute values of *Arc* mRNA expression between the WMT and SW sections. The scatter plots show that a stronger *Arc* expression was found in WMT rats relative to SW and naïve matched controls in all layers at the multiple rostro-caudal levels. The data points in the scatter plots are individual mean values of *Arc* mRNA levels obtained by between-subject normalizations for anatomical matches pooled from the five triads. **(B,D)** Following a remote memory recall, a stronger task-specific *Arc* expression was found in the upper layers compared to the deep layers but only in a few sections located around 5-mm level (100.5 and 275.3 nCi/g, respectively; see images on **B**). Overall, however, the difference between upper and deep layers diminished and was not consistent at this point. After a 1-month memory recall, the caudal part of the parietal cortex (Par-2, within a 5.19--2.5 mm segment, indicated by an arrow) displayed a smaller increase in *Arc* expression. In the rostral part (Par-1, within a 5.8--5.2 mm segment), the *Arc* signal in the WMT group became even smaller than the SW signal. Scale bar: 1 mm. The brain sections in **(A,B)** were obtained from experimental triads 1 and 9, respectively.](fnint-04-00015-g005){#F5}

Thus, the task-specific laminar profiles of *Arc* increase change as memory consolidates. By this measure, the representations of recent and remote memory recall overlap in various layers depending on the cortical area (compare **Table S1A** and **Table S1B** in Supplementary Material; for all laminar maps based on between-subject normalization of *Arc* signal see **Figure S3** in Supplementary Material).

Memory recall induces stereotypical redistribution of *Arc* laminar expression, but the redistribution patterns differ between recent and remote recall
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine reorganization in laminar patterns of excitation distribution underlying WM memory recall, we studied *Arc* laminar distribution. The *Arc* laminar fractions were calculated based on within-subject *Arc* signal normalization. For 11 cortical anatomical areas listed in the Section "[Materials and Methods](#s1){ref-type="sec"}", we constructed and examined 86 plots of task-specific *Arc* mRNA laminar distribution. We determined the coordinates for rostro-caudal segments with the most distinct changes in the *Arc* fractions. These common boundaries were applied within the subdivided anatomical areas across the 24-h and 1-month groups during statistical analyses of *Arc* laminar fractions.

Following performance on a recently learned WM task, a distinct pattern of *Arc* laminar redistribution repeated within a subset of cortical areas with different modalities and layer arrangements such as Par, V1, V2L and V2M, M1 and M2, and FrAs. Relative to SW controls, *Arc* mRNA fractions became larger in the upper layers L4 and/or L2/3, but they became smaller in L6 and did not change consistently in L5 (for representative stereotypical redistribution maps across the parietal association, primary visual and motor areas, see Figures [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}A--D; for results of the statistical analyses and the boundaries of all segments see **Table S3** in Supplementary Material). The S1, S2, Prl and LO areas did not demonstrate this *Arc* laminar redistribution.

![**The stereotypical patterns in ***Arc*** laminar redistribution appeared after recent WM recall**. Performances on a recently learned WM task-induced increased *Arc* mRNA fractions in the upper layers L4 and L2/3, and decreased *Arc* fractions in L6 without consistent changes in L5 within the parietal association **(A)**, V1 **(B)** and M1 **(C)** cortices. **(D)** A summary plots depicts frequencies of cortical segments that displayed redistribution in *Arc* laminar fractions after a recent memory recall. Upward bars represent a percent of cortical segments with the enlarged *Arc* fractions, and downward bars represent a percent of cortical segments with the decreased *Arc* fractions.](fnint-04-00015-g006){#F6}

The pattern of bidirectional changes in *Arc* mRNA distribution was, however, time-dependent. *Arc* fractions in L6 did not decrease consistently after the 1-month test. The frequency of *Arc* fractions' increase in the upper layers still maintained (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). While the Par-1, V1-1, V1-2 and V2M-1 segments had enlarged L2/3 and/or L4 *Arc* fractions persistently, the V2L-1, V2M-2, S1, and Prl-2 segments showed such increases in L2/3 and L4 fractions only at 1-month retention. Only M1-2 and M2-2 segments reproduced the complex redistribution pattern in its entirety over a 1-month retention period (for all maps of *Arc* laminar redistribution see **Figure S5** in Supplementary Material).

![**The reorganized stereotypical pattern in ***Arc*** laminar redistribution appeared after remote WM recall**. The probe tests on a WM task learned 1 month ago induced more frequent increases in *Arc* mRNA fractions in the upper layers L4 and L2/3 as compared to the lower layers. However the decreases in *Arc* fractions in L6 characteristic for recent recall became less frequent within the parietal association **(A)**, V1 **(B)** and M1 **(C)** cortices at the 1-month interval. **(D)** A summary plot depicts frequencies of the segments that displayed redistribution in *Arc* laminar fractions after the remote memory recall.](fnint-04-00015-g007){#F7}

Thus, performance on WM tasks induces stereotypical *Arc* laminar redistribution. The redistribution occurs in parallel across the subsets of cortical segments that differ in modality and layer arrangements. The recent recall induces redistribution characterized by a more complex pattern compared with redistribution induced by the remote recall. Still, the upper layers represent memory recall most persistently by the enlarged *Arc* mRNA fractions.

Time-and layer-depth independent increase in LEA *Arc* expression
-----------------------------------------------------------------

The LEA-2 region in WMT group expressed more *Arc* mRNA both after recent and remote recall. The task-specific increase of *Arc* expression did not differ between the L6-4, L3 and L2 after both the recent \[*F*~(2,\ 132)~ = 0.67, *p* = 0.51\] and remote recall \[*F*~(2, 113)~ = 1.12, *p* = 0.33; **Table S1** in Supplementary Material; see the LEA maps in **Figure S3F** in Supplementary Material\]. This overall increase in *Arc* expression after memory recall occurred without changes in the *Arc* laminar distribution (**Figure S5L** and **Table S3** in Supplementary Material).

Discussion
==========

Our main goal was to examine spatial selectivity in cortical activation during recall of recent (24-h) and remote (1-month-old) WM memory. We used large-scale mapping of *Arc* mRNA expression as a molecular tool to decipher regions that could be implicated in systems-level memory consolidation. Such regions may contain memory storage sites and neurons expressing mnemonic plasticity. In the present study, we report the first comparison of *Arc* mRNA expression in the entire cerebral cortex which allowed us to decipher elements of stereotypy in neuronal activity that accompanies memory recall. Our data suggest global principles underlying formation of cortical circuits representing the recall of remote WM memory at the levels of anatomical areas, subregions and layers.

We found that cortical anatomical areas can be subdivided into segments based on the presence of task-specific changes in neuronal activity. Remarkably, the overall levels of task-specific increase in activity and the patterns of its laminar distribution were stereotypical in those segments across the sensory, motor and associative areas. However, with memory retention, the overall increase in activity became smaller and spatially more restricted, and the laminar pattern of activity redistribution was modified. Cortical segments expressed less *Arc* mRNA more frequently after remote recall compared to recent recall.

Spatial memory does not decline over a 1-month period. water-maze navigation induces *Arc* mRNA levels specific to the task performance
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We did not find statistically significant differences between recent and remote memory groups in every parameter describing WM behavior (Gusev et al., [@B21]). These behavioral parameters included number of target crossings, target crossing latencies and proximity to the platform. WMT rats consistently swam closer to the platform location compared to the SW groups and this difference was not time-dependent. The three consecutive probe tests ameliorated possible recall difficulties at the remote time point and allowed us to access and to measure precisely stored memory.

The specificity of the retrieval-based activity in WMT rats was determined by subtraction of the activity measured in SW controls. We measured learning-specific activity by determining differences in normalized *Arc* mRNA levels between WMT and SW control rats following three probe tests. SW controls certainly learned and remembered the environment and the swimming experience. However, we dissected a component of the *Arc* signal that most likely reflects the unique navigation skills acquired, stored and reactivated by WMT rats. We also confirmed the previously observed task-specificity of the normalized *Arc* signal by measuring similar corticosterone levels in WMT and SW rats after the memory tests and control procedures (Gusev et al., [@B21]). In addition, there was no difference in the total swum distance between the WMT and SW rats in each retention group. The fact that both WMT and SW groups undergo similar and moderate changes in the swum distances over a 1-month retention interval does not affect the conclusions based on the relative *Arc* mRNA levels measured *within each* retention group (for further discussion of our behavioral protocol design, see [Supplementary Material](#sm1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Thus, overall WM performance was consistent at both retrieval time points and behavioral variation does not account for the time-dependent changes in relative magnitudes of the task-specific *Arc* mRNA expression (Gusev et al., [@B21]).

The stereotypy in overall and *Arc* laminar expression after memory recall: implication for memory engram search and theory of cortical function
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*Arc* has been related to memory consolidation and neuronal plasticity (Guzowski et al., [@B22]; Plath et al., [@B66]; Rial Verde et al., [@B72]), and thus, *Arc* expression induced by memory recall may indicate memory storage sites. The stereotypical *Arc* patterns representing memory recall suggest that the memory engram itself might have a stereotypical and well-ordered organization across many cortical areas. Such stereotypical organization might facilitate deciphering the engram by pointing at the most common location of putative storage sites. This could help overcome detection difficulties imposed by sparse information representation in the brain.

### Activated cortical segments display stereotypical increase in overall Arc mRNA levels

We found that the majority of cortical segments displayed a task-specific increase in *Arc* mRNA expression after recent recall and about half of the segments displayed an increase in *Arc* expression after remote memory recall. The magnitude of the overall increase in *Arc* expression averaged across all layers did not differ between the different segments across the entire cortex when compared *within* each retention group. This stereotypical elevation in *Arc* gene transcription occurs in putative excitatory neurons (Vazdarjanova et al., [@B96]) in multiple cortical areas that were previously implicated in ego- and allocentric aspects of spatial navigation including parietal association, retrosplenial, entorhinal lateral and medial areas (Save and Poucet, [@B76]; Harker and Whishaw, [@B26]; Parron et al., [@B62]; van Groen et al., [@B94]; Hafting et al., [@B25]; Steffenach et al., [@B83]; McNaughton et al., [@B49]). Additionally, visual 1, 2M and 2L (Hoh et al., [@B30]; Whishaw, [@B99]), somatosensory 1 and 2, and motor 1 and 2 cortices also demonstrated stereotypical increases in *Arc* mRNA expression suggesting their role in the representation of WM memory recall. Increased and dynamic *Arc* gene expression selective to a subset of stereotypically organized cortical segments is in line with dynamic and selective activation of the human cortex over periods of memory consolidation (Rosenbaum et al., [@B74]; Moscovitch et al., [@B57]; Takashima et al., [@B88]; Yamashita et al., [@B102]).

The recall of WM spatial memory is represented not only by a stereotypical increase in overall activity level but also in stereotypical patterns of *Arc* laminar expression across a subset of cortical areas of different sensory modalities and hierarchy.

### Patterns of Arc laminar distribution differ after recent and remote recall but the upper layers represent recall by larger Arc fractions persistently

During recent memory recall, there was a systematic bias toward the largest magnitude of task-induced activity in layers 2/3--4 in multiple areas. By comparison, at the 1-month-old memory recall, the laminar distribution of weaker *Arc* signal was more heterogeneous, varying by layer and area. Still, *Arc* mRNA fractions expressed in upper layers 2/3--4 increased after both recent and remote recall while layer 6 fractions decreased only after recent recall.

The stronger *Arc* expression in the upper layers is consistent with elevated rates of learning-induced neuronal plasticity (Miller, [@B52]; Rioult-Pedotti et al., [@B73]; Polley et al., [@B67]; Hodgson et al., [@B29]; Nichols et al., [@B61]) possibly mediated by higher intrinsic excitability and/or density of NMDA receptors in layers' 2/3 neurons (Monaghan and Cotman, [@B54]; Atzori et al., [@B3]). Stronger *Arc* expression in the upper layers may reflect an increased influence of feedback projections from the mPFC underlying processes of attention, planning and goal search (Dehaene et al., [@B9]; Schroeder and Foxe, [@B77]; Gonchar and Burkhalter, [@B17]; Lakatos et al., [@B37]) or an increased impact from the parahippocampal cortices relaying allocentric information from the hippocampus (Burke et al., [@B6]).

Thus, *Arc* laminar expression has been transformed over a1-month retention interval but the upper layers 2/3--4 would be priority targets for the search of putative neuronal modifications underlying recent or remote memories.

### Arc expression modification and theory of modular organization of cortical signal processing

The stereotypy in overall and layer-specific increase in *Arc* mRNA expression and the stereotypical redistribution in *Arc* laminar fractions induced by memory recall are in line with the theory of modular cortical organization. The theory proposes that some aspects of cortical laminar processing are common across different cortical areas (Creutzfeldt, [@B8]; Mountcastle, [@B58]; Silberberg et al., [@B79]; Hawkins, [@B27]; Hirsch and Martinez, [@B28]). It has been demonstrated that the circuitry of one sensory cortex can be utilized for analysis by a different sensory system after a peripheral sensory trauma (Goyal et al., [@B18]). Our findings of stereotypical patterns of cortical activation extend the experimental evidence and theoretical views established originally for sensory neurophysiology to memory recall for the first time.

We hypothesize that stereotypical *Arc* expression specific to memory recall is produced, at least in part, by the function of some basic and common algorithm of laminar processing. This putative algorithm undergoes time-dependent transformation that reflects systems-level memory consolidation within the neocortex. Stereotypy of algorithms underlying perception as well as stereotypy of algorithms underlying memory recall at various stages of memory retention would warrant production of universal activity patterns necessary for interregional cortical communication, information integration and construction of a model of the world by the neocortex (Hawkins, [@B27]).

Remote memory recall induces clustered increase in *Arc* expression: implication for theory of systems-level consolidation
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Systems-level memory consolidation is broadly defined as time-dependent changes in memory representation observed in various brain regions and behavioral tasks, in vertebrate as well as in invertebrate species (Setlow and McGaugh, [@B78]; Micheau et al., [@B50]; Pennartz et al., [@B65]; Frankland and Bontempi, [@B11]; Yin et al., [@B104]).

### The clustered elevation in Arc expression: only select segments are activated by both recent and remote recall

The reorganized hippocampal and neocortical activity observed in our previous and current research accompanies the stable performance on WM task separated by a 1-month retention interval. The widespread increase in *Arc* expression in the neocortex and the hippocampus (Gusev et al., [@B21]) follows recent WM memory recall. Increases in *Arc* expression become clustered in both structures after remote recall. The magnitude of *Arc* mRNA expression induced by memory recall evolves over a 1-month retention interval in an area-specific manner. Only select areas and segments in both the neocortex and the hippocampus express similar increases in *Arc* expression both after recent and remote recall. Following remote recall, significant number of regions in both structures showed smaller increases in *Arc* expression, lack of changes in *Arc* expression and even less *Arc* expression than in SW controls.

The stable increases in *Arc* expression restricted to mPFC segments FrAs, Prl-1 and MO-1 following performances on both the recent and remote WM tasks support a time-independent role for mPFC in organizing memory retrieval (establishing the goals, initiating and guiding search, monitoring and verifying the memories and current experience (Granon and Poucet, [@B19]; Miyashita, [@B53]). The parietal cortex implicated in the accuracy of a search trajectory (Save and Poucet, [@B76]) showed a transformation in *Arc* gene expression over the 1-month retention interval. While the caudal parietal cortex showed more *Arc* expression both following the recent and remote recall, the rostral parietal cortex switched to less *Arc* expression at the remote recall. A persistent task-specific increase in *Arc* expression restricted to the caudal part of RS cortex (RS-3 segment) is consistent with specific involvement of RS-3 in WM task established by lesion studies (Vann et al., [@B95]).

It is noteworthy that the smaller task-related *Arc* expression across both the neocortex and hippocampus after remote recall is reminiscent of the overall smaller changes in neuronal activity that accompany improvement in task performance during training (Christian and Thompson, [@B7]; Baeg et al., [@B4]). Decreases in *Arc* mRNA expression have been observed during continued training sessions in water-maze and lever-pressing task over several days (Guzowski et al., [@B24]; Kelly and Deadwyler, [@B33], [@B34]), and after learning a new environment (Ramirez-Amaya et al., [@B68]; Wang et al., [@B97]). Thus memory consolidation is accompanied by a decline in *Arc* expression during and after training on a scale of days and weeks.

Variation in persistence of *Arc* mRNA induction across different brain regions was also found after training sessions in a lever-press task (Kelly and Deadwyler, [@B34]). Only select regions were active persistently at early and more advanced training or retention stages suggesting differential contribution of various structures to memory consolidation.

### The decrease in task-specific Arc signal as a possible outcome of general principles in brain function

The overall decrease in task-related *Arc* expression during memory consolidation is also compatible with ideas that communication in the cortex is shaped by principles of sparse coding, energy constraints (Laughlin and Sejnowski, [@B38]), and homeostatic regulation of network activity (Abbott, [@B1]; Marder and Goaillard, [@B44]; Turrigiano, [@B93]). Thus mechanisms of systems consolidation may be shaped by these general rules of brain function. We speculate that WM memory consolidation increases efficiency of neurons participating in WM task performance: an overall lower activity volume accompanies robust recall and WM task performance at 1 month in memory retention.

### Comparison Arc mRNA and c-fos/zif 286 expression patterns

The outcome of our *Arc* expression mapping in WMT rats differs from results obtained in mice trained on WM tasks that used visible platforms with fixed or varied positions (Teixeira et al., [@B91]). First, contrary to our findings of a robust *Arc* task-specific signal in the hippocampus (Gusev et al., [@B21]), there was no task-specific difference in number of c-fos positive cells in the hippocampi of mice from both recent (1-day-old) and remote (1-month-old) memory groups (Teixeira et al., [@B91]). Second, contrary to a diminished *Arc* task-specific signal in the anterior cingulate cortex after a 1-month recall, a task-specific increase in number of c-fos cells has been observed in a remote memory group in mice. We cannot exclude the possibility that an expansion of *Arc* signal across the entire cortex occurred at some point during the 7 days of training in rats before we started the *Arc* expression mapping. In addition, our findings in a WM task differ from findings in a radial maze task (Maviel et al., [@B47]). While both recent and remote WM recall induce enlarged *Arc* laminar fractions in layers 2/3 and 4, a radial maze task induces enlarged proportions of zif-268 and c-fos positive cells in layers 2/3 and 4 of mice only after a 1-month but not after a 24-h retention test (Maviel et al., [@B47]).

The possible differences between rats and mice in gene expression (Snyder et al., [@B80]), the variety in complexity of behavioral tasks and control procedures, the non-similarities in mapping approaches (measures of signal density vs. cell numbers, *in situ* hybridization experiments vs. immunohistochemistry) and in neuronal specificity of the activity markers (*Arc* vs. *c-fos*) might all account for these discrepancies in representation of both recent and remote spatial memories across the hippocampus and neocortex.

### Arc expression and predictions of the standard and multiple trace models of systems-level consolidation

The standard model of systems-level consolidation for declarative memories proposes that the neocortex predominantly or even exclusively represents and stores permanent memories (Squire, [@B81]; McClelland et al., [@B48]). Although a critical role of the neocortex for remote WM formation has been established (Frankland et al., [@B14]; Remondes and Schuman, [@B70]; Teixeira et al., [@B91]), its exclusiveness in remote memory storage is still widely debated for the WM task (for reference see Martin and Clark, [@B46]), as well as for other declarative memory tasks, due to their persistent dependence on the hippocampus (Sutherland et al., [@B84]; Gaskin et al., [@B16]; Lehmann et al., [@B39]).

Remote WM memory recall induced an increased *Arc* signal in the Prl-1 and Prl-3 segments of prefrontal cortex (mPFC) but an overall decreased *Arc* signal in the hippocampus when compared to recent recall. These opposite changes support a hypothesis that the mPFC overtakes (at least partly) the hippocampal role in cortical module integration during systems-level consolidation (Frankland and Bontempi, [@B12]; Takashima et al., [@B89]). The elevated difficulty of remote recall compared to recent recall known for declarative memory tasks (Biedenkapp and Rudy, [@B5]; Wiltgen and Silva, [@B100]) might also induce the restricted increase in mPFC activation for remote recall. However, such an explanation would be less likely under our protocol that we specifically designed to ameliorate recall difficulties by using three consecutive probe tests.

The multiple trace model for memory consolidation proposes that numbers of memory traces increase in both structures over the time (Nadel and Moscovitch, [@B60]). We measured only somatic *Arc* mRNA signal that may not reflect reliably numbers of activated synapses that may underlie a memory trace. Therefore, we cannot speculate how the changes in somatic *Arc* expression relate to this model.

Based on the spatially more restricted increase in *Arc* expression in the majority of cortical areas and the hippocampus induced by the robust remote memory recall, we hypothesize that systems-level memory consolidation is accompanied by enhanced functional subdivision and enhanced efficiency of the brain areas in memory activation and task performance.

Mapping, lesion and inactivation approaches alone cannot distinguish whether the hippocampus and neocortex both store remote memories or whether the hippocampus continues to be involved only in the recall and information processing functions while only the neocortex stores permanent memories (Teixeira et al., [@B91]). The enduring neuronal correlates for declarative memories storage (Ramirez-Amaya et al., [@B69]; Frankland et al., [@B13]; Maviel et al., [@B47]; Restivo et al., [@B71]) and the persistent although reorganized increases in *Arc* expression have been found in both the neocortex and hippocampus. This evidence suggests that instead of a complete transfer of memory storage into the neocortex, *both* structures participate in storage at some point in memory retention. A future challenging task would be to determine how recall and storage functions of these two structures evolve during systems consolidation.

*Arc* expression maps can help to differentiate memory recall and storage functions: a guide for inactivation and detection studies
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The smaller magnitude of task-specific activity and its pronounced spatial clustering after remote recall may explain the difficulties in detection of remote memory correlates in the hippocampus and the cerebral cortex (Pascale et al., [@B63]; Kim and Linden, [@B35]; Holtmaat and Svoboda, [@B31]). The detailed *Arc* maps of putative storage sites could be helpful in making detection studies more focused and feasible. Molecular processes underlying protein- dependent spatial memory reconsolidation and an update of a stored model for the WM (Suzuki et al., [@B85]; Rossato et al., [@B75]) might be initiated in *Arc* expressing neurons after memory recall.

An intriguing issue of how recent and remote memories interact at the level of single neurons and synapses could be addressed more efficiently in neocortical and hippocampal segments persistently representing memory recall. Focusing on such segments may help to understand how old information is preserved during new information encoding (for the coordinates of segments with persistent and altered *Arc* expression, see **Tables S1--S3** and **Figures S3--S5** in Supplementary Material). In the future, it will be important to determine functional roles of the cortical segments that display more or less *Arc* expression by studying the effect of their inactivation or activation on recent and remote recall.

Conclusion
----------

Our behavioral protocol allows the induction a robust remote memory and the ability to gain access to it during recall. The main trend in global reorganization of neuronal activity underlying memory recall in the cerebral cortex is parallel to changes we described previously in the hippocampus (Gusev et al., [@B21]). The reorganization in neocortical *Arc* expression indicates that systems-level consolidation is associated with smaller overall volume and restricted spatial distribution of task-specific activity and with changes in the patterns of laminar activity during remote memory recall. Efficient recall of remote memory is accompanied by an increased functional subdivision within both the neocortex and hippocampus; robust remote task performance is achieved with fewer activated segments compared to a recent memory task.
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